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Chapter 2171: casino storm 

 

“””I’m sorry, Sir.”” When Zhao Yu took out his cruise card and was about to exchange it for chips, the 

attendant rolled her eyes at him politely.””This is the VIP area. You can only enter the game after 

exchanging twenty thousand chips!”” ” 

“””If you want to play the ordinary game, you can go there. You only need 100 yuan of chips to 

participate …”” ” 

“””Motherf * cker!”” ” 

“Zhao Yu cursed, then looked at three places. ” 

“The first was the Golden “”VIP”” sign on the table in front of him. ” 

The second place was a gambling machine that looked like a game machine in the distance. One could 

gamble once for five Yuan. 

“And the third place was the old man who was still full of himself. However, the old man didn’t seem to 

be interested in Zhao Yu. Just like before, he glanced at Zhao Yu and continued to look at the cards. ” 

“This triggered Zhao Yu’s bad temper. He immediately shouted again, then picked up his card and 

shouted at the waiter,””Go and get me 20 million in chips! This is enough right?”” ” 

“In fact, Zhao Yu was just making a fool of himself. He thought that a casino on a cruise ship like this 

couldn’t be exchanged for twenty million in chips. ” 

“In the end, the waiter quickly picked up the phone and said,””””Sir, hand cards won’t do for 20 million! 

But you can use a card …”” ” 

“Then, the waitress placed the phone in front of Zhao Yu’s face and looked at him with a smug 

expression. ” 

“It was as if he looked down on Zhao Yu, and didn’t believe that Zhao Yu would really exchange twenty 

million in chips. ” 

“””Hmph! “”With Zhao Yu’s bad temper, how could he be defeated like this?”” He immediately took out 

his black card and handed it to the waiter … ” 

“He thought that the waiter would be shocked when he took out his black card in such a domineering 

manner, but the waiter calmly inserted the card into the POS machine … ” 

…… 

“Thirty minutes later, at the gambling table, Zhao Yu was holding his chin with one hand and playing 

with the chips with the other. ” 

“Two million for a chip, 20 million for only ten chips! ” 



“At first, he thought that he would be like the God of Gamblers, with chips piled up to block his face! ” 

F * ck! 

“Fortunately, I’m a billionaire and don’t lack money. Otherwise, I’d be embarrassed today! ” 

“Gambling was really harmful. Tens of millions were exchanged for a few chips. If he lost all of it, even a 

rich man would have to squander, right? ” 

Tsk tsk … 

“Of course, Zhao Yu couldn’t bet two million all at once. One of the two-million chips was exchanged for 

more than twenty chips that were worth ten thousand each. ” 

“10,000 dollars was the minimum requirement for this VIP table. It was the minimum denomination for 

each bet. ” 

“What was even more depressing was that, after such a short period of time, Zhao Yu only had five or six 

chips left out of his twenty-odd chips that were worth ten thousand. ” 

“In other words, he had already lost more than 100000! ” 

“However, to Zhao Yu’s surprise, the old man with curly hair didn’t win either. In just a short while, the 

old man had lost more than Zhao Yu, about two hundred thousand Yuan … ” 

“Their money was basically won by two other men. One was a middle-aged bald man, and the other was 

a young man in a dark suit who looked like a rich second-generation heir. ” 

“Most of the money was won by the rich second generation, and in front of the rich second generation, 

there was a pile of conspicuous chips. ” 

“They were playing the classic five-card stud, which did not require much skill and was purely based on 

luck. ” 

“””F * ck! “”What bad luck … What bad luck …”” After getting a round of cards, the old man finally 

showed his cards. He suddenly threw five cards on the table, then grabbed his clothes and cursed 

angrily,””I’m not playing anymore, I’m not playing anymore!”” ” 

“””It’s so boring. There’s no pretty girl in the dance hall, and I keep losing money in the casino. This is so 

depressing …”” ” 

“After saying that, he picked up his clothes and the few remaining chips on the table, turned around and 

left … ” 

‘F * ck …’ 

“Zhao Yu covered his face and was filled with regret. This time, he was just bragging. Why did he have to 

compete with an old man he had never met? ” 

“Although that old man was domineering, he didn’t provoke him. ” 

“This was great. If it wasn’t for him, she wouldn’t be able to get to this gambling table. Now that he was 

gone, what was the point of playing? ” 



“Therefore, Zhao Yu was in no mood to play, and he wanted to show his cards quickly and leave. ” 

“However, when he opened the cards, he quickly sat down again! ” 

“This was because he was quite lucky this round. He actually got three jS and two 4s. In the rules of five-

card stud, this was called a “”full House of Cards”” or “”captives””. It was a relatively big hand and would 

not be easily lost. ” 

This round was also the best that Zhao Yu had ever played. 

Hmm … 

“Since that was the case, then he would play a small game! ” 

“Although Zhao Yu wasn’t an expert in gambling, he was an experienced gambler. He knew that if he bet 

too much at once, the other party would see that he had a good hand. ” 

“Therefore, he didn’t have any special reaction on his face. He picked up two chips that were worth 

10000 each and threw them into the betting area. ” 

“At this time, only the two people who had been winning were left on the table, and both of them chose 

to place a bet. ” 

Interesting. Zhao Yu was overjoyed and invested another twenty thousand. 

“However, the bald man and the rich second generation did not hesitate and continued to place their 

bets. ” 

F * ck! 

“This time, Zhao Yu couldn’t hold it in any longer. He immediately grabbed a hundred thousand Yuan 

worth of chips and threw it in. ” 

The atmosphere became tense. 

“The rich second-generation heir quickly revealed his cards and took another look. After a fierce struggle 

in his mind, he grabbed 100000 chips and chose to follow up. ” 

“However, at this time, something unexpected happened. The bald man did not hesitate at all. He 

directly picked up a chip worth 1 million and threw it into the betting area! ” 

F * ck! 

“This time, it was Zhao Yu’s turn to be uncertain. This guy threw in a million, could it be…He also had a 

good hand? ” 

“He was a captive, and the only thing bigger than a captive was probably four straight flush! Was this 

guy really that hot? ” 

“Logically speaking, Zhao Yu had a device like the invisible x-ray vision device. As long as he 

strengthened it, he should be able to see the other party’s trump card. ” 



“However, Zhao Yu was a loyal person, so he wouldn’t do such a dirty thing on the gambling table. 

Relying on cheats to win money, no matter how much he won, it wasn’t a skill. ” 

Alright! 

“I don’t care, I’m scared of you. ” 

Zhao Yu picked up a two-million chip and threw it in the betting area. 

“””I’ll go!”” At this time, the rich second-generation heir couldn’t take it anymore. He flipped his wrist 

and closed the cards, cursing,””crazy, two crazy people!”” ” 

“The second generation rich kid’s action showed that he had given up, which meant that Zhao Yu and 

the bald man could reveal their cards. ” 

“However, the bald man remained silent. Not only did he follow Zhao Yu’s bet of two million, he added 

another two million to the bet, but he still did not show his cards! ” 

“This time, he had really played it big! In such a short time, the number of bets had already exceeded 10 

million! ” 

“Alright, alright! ” 

You’re awesome! 

“Zhao Yu took a deep breath and threw his chips over, then shouted at the bald man,””””Come on! Let 

me see your trump card!”” ” 

 

Chapter 2172: smooth sailing 

 

‘Holy sh * t … 

“Looking at the bald man take away all the chips in the betting area, Zhao Yu’s heart felt like it was 

bleeding! ” 

“His three jS and two fours were already very big, but the strange thing was that his opponent had four 

10s, which were bigger than his cards! ” 

“The chances of getting four were very low, but it happened to be at such a critical time. In the blink of 

an eye, he had lost more than five million. How could Zhao Yu not be angry? ” 

They had really seen a ghost! 

5 million! 

“Even if he could open a lottery ticket for 5 million, he still had to pay taxes! Even though I’m not short 

of money, it’s still money! ” 

“””Hahaha,”” at this time, the bald man put his chips in and said happily,””we hit it, we just hit it! If I 

didn’t have any good cards, would I have dared to bet with my life on it?”” ” 



“””Humph …”” Zhao Yu squinted at the man, then slammed the table and shouted,””alright, continue, 

continue!”” ” 

“The psychology of gamblers was like this. The more they lost, the more they wanted to win back their 

money, so much so that they would fall into the abyss without knowing it. ” 

“Just as Zhao Yu decided to continue gambling, a lady in a red dress and full of jewelry sat down at the 

table, right next to Zhao Yu. ” 

“””Wow …”” The woman must have been an old hand at gambling, as she recognized Zhao Yu’s million-

dollar chips at a glance. She immediately sighed and said,””what a rich man!”” ” 

“The woman’s eyes were filled with envy, but she still placed her chips on the table. She didn’t have a lot 

of chips, only about ten or so, which were all 10000 Yuan each. ” 

“””I’m playing small,”” the woman said to the rich second generation and the bald man.””Please take 

care of me!”” ” 

“””It doesn’t matter,”” the rich man said pervertedly.””The girl is so beautiful, we should take care of 

her, okay?”” ” 

“He deliberately emphasized the word “”take care”” with a frivolous tone. ” 

“However, the lady in red ignored him and placed 10000 chips in the betting area. ” 

“Seeing the woman place her bet, the others followed. ” 

“At that moment, there were five people at the gambling table. Besides the four of them, there was 

another rich businessman sitting opposite Zhao Yu. This rich man must have drunk too much. His face 

was red, and he was accompanied by a little girl in a mini-skirt. ” 

“After the first round of bets, the dealer began to deal the cards. ” 

“The cards were all taken out from the machine, and there was no chance to fake them. ” 

“This time, Zhao Yu’s luck was pretty good. He got two aces in his first two cards. It was impossible for 

him not to continue betting, but to avoid being seen by others, Zhao Yu only put in ten thousand. ” 

“””It looks like …”” The lady in red looked at her cards and said,””your cards aren’t small! Should I call or 

not?”” ” 

“””Beauty,”” the rich second generation laughed,””I think you better not follow. They’ve already played 

up to tens of millions in that round!”” ” 

“””No,”” the beauty shook her head and said,””I might get a flush this time! I’ll follow …”” ” 

“With that, the beauty also invested 10000 Yuan. ” 

“All the people present were not short of money. After the first round, all six of them placed a bet of 

10000. ” 

“As Zhao Yu got an Ace, he was still the one to speak first in the second round. As A result, his third card 

wasn’t very good, and he only got a three. ” 



“However, the advantage of two aces allowed him to continue following. ” 

“””Even little three is …”” The lady in red hesitated.””It seems that you have two as, right? I think I’ll 

pass!”” ” 

“After saying that, she folded her cards. ” 

“Unexpectedly, after the beautiful woman said that, the people behind her all followed suit and drew 

their cards, including the bald man. This round, Zhao Yu easily took all the money in the betting area. ” 

Tsk tsk … 

“Zhao Yu pouted. Obviously, this round didn’t meet his expectations. The two aces had been seen 

through, and this group of people were all cunning. ” 

“Very quickly, the next round began again. This time, Zhao Yu was as lucky as before and won two pairs. 

This time, no one else followed, and he only earned a few hundred thousand. ” 

“Just like that, a few rounds continued. The red-dressed beauty lost all her chips and stood up 

gloomily.””My luck today is too bad, I’m done!”” ” 

“””Beauty? Don’t go!”” The rich second-generation heir hurriedly said,””come, sit here with your 

brother and wait for your wedding! If I win a big one later, you’ll lose more than I do!”” ” 

“””Go to hell!”” The beautiful woman glanced at him angrily, then picked up her handbag angrily and 

left the gambling table. ” 

“””How is it?”” At this time, the bald man spoke, obviously directed at Zhao Yu,””the beautiful women 

are all gone, are we done? It’s already 11 O’ clock!”” ” 

“””End my ass!”” Zhao Yu coaxed his eyes and shouted,””I haven’t won back the money I lost! You want 

to leave after losing?”” ” 

“””Good, good!”” The bald man spread out his hands and looked innocent.””Since you like to play, I’ll 

play with you!”” ” 

“Just like that, there were only four people left on the table. The four people placed their bets again and 

a new round of five-card stud began. ” 

“Just as they started, the beauty in red came back with a glass of red wine and sat down next to Zhao 

Yu. ” 

“””I …”” The beauty stared at Zhao Yu,””I think I’ve seen you somewhere before. Why do you look so 

familiar?”” ” 

“””Miss,”” Zhao Yu coughed, then said,””I’m playing cards here! You don’t have to use such an old-

fashioned opening if you want to hang a rich man, do you?”” ” 

Everyone laughed at Zhao Yu’s words. 

“Although the lady in red was around 40 years old, she was dressed very well and her appearance was 

outstanding. She was indeed a beautiful woman with a temperament! ” 



“Hearing Zhao Yu’s words, the woman blushed and turned to leave. ” 

“””Eh? “”Wait …”” Zhao Yu pulled her back and said,””I was just joking! Come on! Follow me! Ever since 

you came, I’ve been having a good time!”” ” 

“””Oh? Did I bring you good luck?”” The beauty smiled.””Then … If I win, I’m going to eat a Happy 

Meal!”” ” 

“””No problem!”” Zhao Yu smiled and nodded in agreement. ” 

“””This doesn’t make sense!”” The second-generation rich man snorted unhappily.””You didn’t come to 

me when I was happy, but you came to him? Aren’t you trying to hurt me? ” 

“””If that’s the case, then I think we’ve made our positions clear, right? This was definitely 

irreconcilable! ” 

“””Come!”” “”Let’s see if you can beat me or not!”” The rich second generation shot Zhao Yu a 

contemptuous look. Don’t cry if you lose everything later!”” ” 

“””Hmph, this beauty has good taste!”” Zhao Yu was never afraid to argue, so he immediately hugged 

the fragrant woman in red and said proudly,””I already knew that you were a beast in clothes, a refined 

scum, so I didn’t bother with you! ” 

“””Still bragging? Why don’t you show your temper? have you ever won a round since you sat here?”” ” 

“””You! You! He looked down on others! Okay …””The rich second-generation heir was anxious and 

shouted at the dealer,”” deal! The cards were dealt! I’ll let you see if I can win. “” ” 

 

Chapter 2173: five-card stud 

 

“The cruise ship was a city that never slept. It was 10 am, the busiest time of the day. ” 

“After another half an hour of gambling, although Zhao Yu won quite a lot, it was only a few hundred 

thousand. ” 

It would be a long time before he could get back that five million. 

“And that rich second-generation heir had been having a hard time. He kept taking out chips, but he 

didn’t seem to take them back. ” 

It didn’t take long for him to ask the waiter to exchange 5 million Yuan in chips for him. 

“At the same time, he asked for a towel from the waiter and kept wiping his sweat … ” 

“On the other hand, the red-faced wealthy merchant and the bald man were fighting steadily and did 

not reveal too many flaws. ” 

“The woman in red sat next to Zhao Yu, not saying much or moving, looking very well-behaved. ” 



“Finally, after playing God knows how many rounds, Zhao Yu got good cards again. It was another 

“”captive”” big card with Three Kings and a pair of Queens! ” 

“This time, Zhao Yu was no longer conservative, nor did he try to act cool. He directly threw two 

hundred thousand in chips into the betting area! ” 

“””Waa! Are you crazy?”” The rich second generation looked at Zhao Yu’s cards carefully.””Did you get 

another captive? Look, I have three aces here, I might have four aces! Aren’t you afraid?”” ” 

“After that, the rich second generation seemed to be holding his head high as he directly placed 1 

million in chips into the betting area! ” 

“””They’re all so awesome!”” The red-faced wealthy merchant frowned and quickly folded his cards, not 

daring to follow. ” 

“””What a coincidence!”” However, the bald man said calmly,””take a good look at my cards. I have a 

flush. Although I can’t compare to you, if my bottom card is the six of hearts! You’ll all lose!”” ” 

“After that, the bald man easily threw 1 million in chips into the betting area. ” 

“Zhao Yu took a look, and sure enough, the bald man’s cards were four of hearts, five of hearts, seven of 

hearts, eight of hearts … There had never been a six of hearts on the cards that he had just dealt! ” 

“If his face-down card was really the six of hearts, then it would be a straight flush, and a straight flush 

was even bigger than four! ” 

“In this way, Zhao Yu’s previous psychological advantage was completely gone, and his card looked to be 

the smallest. ” 

‘Holy sh * t … 

“Zhao Yu looked at the woman in red, then looked at his own cards, looking very conflicted. ” 

“””Hey!”” The second-generation rich kid took the opportunity to taunt him. You’ve talked so much, if 

you don’t dare to follow, then retreat!”” ” 

“””Mm …”” At this time, the woman in red wanted to remind Zhao Yu of something, but after thinking 

about it, she stopped. Obviously, she didn’t want her words to affect Zhao Yu’s judgment. ” 

“””Good! I’m in!”” Zhao Yu clenched his fist, picked up a two-million chip, and placed it in the betting 

area. ” 

This 2 million was purely used to test the waters! He wanted to see if they really had a good hand 

through the expressions of the rich second generation and the bald man. 

“If their eyes were dark, it meant that they were just bluffing! ” 

“However, if their pupils emitted an unintentional light, it meant that they had the goods in their hands! 

” 

“””I’m in!”” Who knew that the rich second-generation heir would follow with 2 million without 

hesitation. ” 



“Although Zhao Yu was watching him closely, he still couldn’t see the change in his eyes. ” 

“””I’ll follow …”” The bald man also threw in 2 million without hesitation. ” 

“””…”” This time, Zhao Yu could no longer remain calm. It seemed that these two people were indeed 

gambling Masters. They were good at gambling, so it was really difficult to make a judgment based on 

subtle changes in expression! ” 

“Now, he could only rely on his luck! ” 

“Originally, at such a critical moment, Zhao Yu could have used an invisible fluoroscopic device or an 

invisible analyzer to see the other party’s trump card. ” 

“However, Zhao Yu didn’t use it, not only because he wanted to talk about morality, but also because he 

felt that using cheating to win money was very underhanded! ” 

“Instead, he seemed to be taking a gamble and wanted to win back the money with his own ability! ” 

“””Good! “”Well …”” Zhao Yu looked at his own cards, then at the others ‘cards. He suddenly pushed all 

his chips into the betting area and shouted,””five-card stud! Let me see your trump card!”” ” 

Waa! 

“In an instant, not only were there exclamations from people around the gambling table, but the entire 

casino was in an uproar. ” 

Many people were attracted by the word ‘five-card stud’ and started discussing it. 

“Even though Zhao Yu had already lost more than five million, he had exchanged twenty million in chips. 

If he were to play such a round of poker, it would be equivalent to throwing in the remaining ten 

million! ” 

“This was only a cruise casino, and it was indeed rare to see such a Big five-card game here. Even the 

dealer was dumbfounded! ” 

“””You …”” The lady in red knew Zhao Yu’s trump card, so she pulled Zhao Yu worriedly, trying to 

persuade him. ” 

“However, Zhao Yu had already made up his mind. He shouted at the rich second generation and the 

bald man,””Come at me if you have the guts. Let me see your trump cards!”” ” 

“””You … You …”” The rich kid’s forehead was full of sweat. He trembled for a long time before he 

gloomily folded his cards. Obviously, his face down cards were not enough to make him A captive with 

three aces. ” 

“””Haha … Haha …”” After the rich kid backed out, the bald man laughed loudly. He flipped his card 

hard, and it really was the brilliant six of hearts! ” 

“After the cards were revealed, the crowd gasped in shock. Everyone was dumbfounded and even 

remembered the music when the famous movie “”God of Gamblers”” first appeared! ” 

Eh? 



Everyone was puzzled. Why was there music? 

“Following the sound, they realized that it was Zhao Yu taking out his phone and playing it. ” 

“Seeing Zhao Yu play the God of Gamblers ‘music, the crowd suddenly quieted down. ” 

“””Hey, don’t you know the rules?”” Zhao Yu then turned off the music and shouted at the bald 

man,””I’m going to play poker with you. If you want to see my card, you have to follow me!”” ” 

“””What’s the point of me following?”” The bald man pointed at the cards and said,””so what if you’re 

really a captive? I have a straight flush, a straight flush!”” ” 

“””That won’t do!”” Zhao Yu was serious,””I spent more than ten million. If you can’t keep up, it doesn’t 

count as your win!”” ” 

“””You, why are you so stubborn? “”Okay, okay, okay …”” The bald man pushed all the chips on his table 

over and said,””how about I push them over? Won’t you still get it back?”” ” 

“””Hey!”” Zhao Yu glared at him and roared,””who are you trying to fool? You only have 8 million here, 

you’re still short of 5 million! If you don’t have enough money for five-card stud, you’re not qualified to 

see my trump card. If you can’t see my trump card, you won’t win!”” ” 

“””This …”” The bald man looked at the dealer, who nodded. This was indeed the rule of five Card Stud. 

” 

“””Cough! How troublesome!”” ” 

“The bald man snapped his fingers at the waiter, took out a bank card, and swiped it on the POS 

machine. Then, he took out another 5 million in chips and placed it on the table! ” 

“””Is that enough? Are you satisfied now?”” The bald man snorted coldly.””You don’t think I don’t even 

have 5 million, do you? Hurry up! Hurry up and show your cards! Let’s see your trump card!”” ” 

“Seeing that the other party had gathered five million, Zhao Yu opened his face down card, revealing 

Three Kings and a pair of Queens. ” 

“””Take a look?”” The bald man smiled triumphantly.””Why do you have to go through this trouble? 

What’s the point of showing the cards?”” ” 

“With that, the bald man leaned out and started to swipe the large pile of chips in the betting area … ” 

“””AI!”” Zhao Yu put his hands on the table, looking dejected. ” 

“Slowly, he covered his face and sat down. Then, he raised his left hand and said to a waiter next to 

him,””””Waiter, I’ll have a glass of wine!”” ” 

“””Oh …”” The waiter was far away and quickly brought the wine tray to him. ” 

“Then, something unexpected happened. Zhao Yu didn’t take the wine from the waiter, but picked up 

the chair with both hands and threw it at the waiter. ” 

 



Chapter 2174: cheating 

 

Hualalalala … 

“The chair hit the waiter’s back, and the waiter was suddenly hit in a daze. His whole body fell on the 

gambling table, and the wine plate in his hand flew out. All the wine in the wine plate hit the bald man 

who was holding the chips! ” 

Waa! 

The bald man was shocked and quickly got up. 

“The people in the casino were also shocked, completely unable to understand what was going on. ” 

Could it be that this gambler who had just lost money had gone crazy? 

“””Security … Security …”” The dealer was frightened and quickly called the security through the walkie-

talkie. ” 

“””Motherf * cker!”” At that moment, Zhao Yu grabbed the waiter who had been beaten up and gave 

him two big slaps. ” 

Pa pa … 

“After two slaps, Zhao Yu pressed him down on the table with one hand. ” 

“Then, Zhao Yu turned over the wine tray that had just flown out. Everyone then saw that under the 

wine tray, there was a black electronic device! ” 

“The device should be a camera, but the camera was spherical in shape and looked much more 

advanced than the average camera! ” 

“At this time, with a burst of noise, several security guards heard the news and came over, wanting to 

attack Zhao Yu. But the dealer saw that the situation was strange and quickly reached out to stop them. 

” 

“””This … This is …”” The woman in red was shocked and confused.””What’s going on?”” ” 

“At this time, the bald man was obviously guilty as he put his hand into his pocket. ” 

“””Don’t move!”” Zhao Yu pointed at the bald man and said to the security guards,””there’s something 

in his pants pocket. Catch him!”” ” 

“””Ah?”” The bald man was shocked and wanted to escape, but he was stopped by the security guards 

in front of the gambling table. ” 

“””F * ck!”” Zhao Yu cursed,””this is a cruise ship, okay? Do you want to jump into the sea?”” ” 

“””This …”” The bald man finally realized his situation and immediately lowered his head. ” 

“””You still don’t understand?”” Zhao Yu pointed at the waiter and the bald man and said,””they’re in 

cahoots! They’re cheating!”” ” 



“””Ah? C-c-c-c-c-c-cheating?”” The woman in red was shocked again. She still could not 

understand.””What … What’s going on?”” ” 

“””I’ve been paying attention to this guy since before!”” Zhao Yu pointed at the waiter and said,””he 

was wearing a waiter’s uniform, holding a plate full of wine glasses, and walking around here. It should 

have been normal! ” 

“””But, every time I played the last card, this guy would sneak behind me. He thought that he was far 

away and hidden, so I wouldn’t notice him! ” 

“””Of course, I wasn’t sure at first,”” Zhao Yu said, pointing at the woman in red.””It was only when I 

asked you to sit next to me that I was sure of this! ” 

“””At that time, he was sitting behind me on the right, but when you sat behind me on the right, you 

blocked the camera’s view, so he turned around and sat behind me on the left …”” ” 

“””So, at that time, I was already sure that there was something wrong with this guy! ” 

“””Here, look …”” Zhao Yu pointed to the camera under the wine tray.””This is called a wide-angle 

camera. You can see my trump card clearly from an incredible angle!”” ” 

“””Oh? “”But …”” The woman in red asked curiously,””even if I see your card, How do I let the people at 

the table know? “”He …”” The woman in red pointed at the bald man,””he’s not wearing glasses?”” ” 

“””Yes,”” Zhao Yu smiled,””if you wear glasses, it will arouse people’s suspicion. Casino owners these 

days are all smart! ” 

“””So,”” Zhao Yu pointed to the other side,””the video will be sent there!”” ” 

“””Ah?”” ” 

“With a burst of exclamations, everyone saw that the person Zhao Yu was pointing at was the woman in 

the miniskirt who had accompanied the rich man! ” 

“””You!”” The woman was shocked and quickly explained,””what … What are you saying?”” ” 

“””You’ve been playing with your phone,”” Zhao Yu said.””The phone screen was behind the 

businessman’s arm, but you were actually looking at the video from the camera! ” 

“””Then, I’ll tell my trump card to my three accomplices at the scene!!!”” ” 

“””What?”” ” 

“Upon hearing this, the rich businessmen and second-generation heirs were all frightened and 

immediately stood up. ” 

“””Alright, stop pretending to be innocent! You!”” Zhao Yu pointed at the businessman.””Your seat is 

next to the dealer, so no one can see your cards, so you have to take that seat! ” 

“””You!”” Zhao Yu pointed at the rich kid and the bald man.””You guys take one side each. That way, 

whenever there are new people, they will naturally choose my position! ” 

“””This kind of arrangement is simply a bit of a child’s play! ” 



“””My side is facing the dealer, and the view behind me is good. I can let the waiter with the camera do 

his best!”” ” 

“””Oh …”” The woman in red finally understood.””So, he didn’t play tricks on the cards. I thought that all 

the cheaters would hide the cards in their sleeves!”” ” 

“””There are 54 cards in total. The machine deals the cards, so the card changing method is already 

outdated!”” Zhao Yu said,””cheaters nowadays are all about teamwork and patience!”” ” 

“””Oh, I say …”” The woman in red nodded.””Why is it that every time you get a good hand, they don’t 

call?”” But the moment they get a good hand, they immediately place a big bet!”” ” 

“””Yes,”” Zhao Yu said.””Times are changing, and cheaters are developing. On the table, only the two of 

us are sheep, and everyone else is a Wolf! ” 

“””So, it’s not a case of losing nine out of ten, but losing every bet!”” ” 

“As soon as he said that, the rich businessmen and second-generation rich people wanted to escape, but 

they were stopped by the vigilant security guards. ” 

“Soon, the security guards found their phones in their pockets. ” 

“””Open it and see,”” Zhao Yu said.””There’s a vibration app on the phone. The woman tells them my 

face down points and suit through the vibration of the phone! ” 

“””Because it’s a mobile phone,”” Zhao Yu said,””it’s more hidden!”” ” 

“At Zhao Yu’s reminder, one of the security guards turned on the rich kid’s phone and saw that it was 

indeed running a vibration software. ” 

“In that case, the truth was very clear. The bald man, the rich businessman, the girl in the miniskirt, the 

rich second generation, and the waiter were a gang of cheaters! ” 

No wonder the old man smoking the cigar had been complaining about his bad luck! 

How could he win money when he encountered such a gang? 

“””Right! I’m sorry, Sir!”” The dealer’s position was higher, so he quickly explained to Zhao Yu,””this 

matter was our dereliction of duty. We have already contacted the captain and the person in charge. 

They will handle this matter properly! ” 

“””Please … Please rest assured,”” the dealer said.””We won’t give you a single cent less of your chips!”” 

” 

“””What did you just say?”” However, after Zhao Yu heard this, he immediately put on a straight face 

and said coldly,””Who Do You Think You Are? Do you know who I am? ” 

“””Do you think that I won’t pursue the matter if you return me the money without a single cent? Aren’t 

you … Too naïve?”” ” 

“””This … This …”” The dealer broke out in a cold sweat. He could already feel the murderous aura from 

Zhao Yu! ” 



 

Chapter 2175: You’re the boss? 

 

“As Zhao Yu had come with a task, in order to be on alert at all times, the detector in his brain was 

always on. So, when the attendant was walking around behind him, he knew that the attendant had a 

camera on her! ” 

“Moreover, the detector could even detect all the models of the cameras, which couldn’t escape Zhao 

Yu’s eyes. ” 

“After that, Zhao Yu also noticed that every time after he dealt the cards, the woman would lower her 

head and play with her phone. So, he began to suspect that these people might be a gang. ” 

“Later on, after many probes, he was more and more certain of these people’s identities, which was why 

the previous scene played out. ” 

“At that moment, the group of cheaters had been captured by the cruise ship. ” 

“In the manager’s room of the Cruise’s casino, a man in a suit placed a stack of chips in front of Zhao Yu. 

” 

“The man was the manager of the casino. He said to Zhao Yu respectfully, ” 

“””Sir, there’s nearly 30 million here, please keep it! Thank you very much for helping us catch the 

cheater. In the future, we will pay more attention and prevent similar incidents from happening …”” ” 

“””Yeah …”” The dealer said.””Cheaters these days are too smart. They are actually a group of people, 

and they didn’t even use any cards. It’s too hard to guard against them …”” ” 

“””Nearly 30 million …”” Zhao Yu looked at the pile of chips and said coldly without even blinking,”” 20 

million is my own. Why? Are you trying to use the cheater’s money to get rid of me?”” ” 

“””This …”” The casino manager suddenly understood what Zhao Yu meant and quickly said,””Sir, we are 

very sorry for your encounter! ” 

“””But, this cheaters are too well hidden,”” the manager explained.””We checked the boarding records 

of the cruise, and it was their first time boarding the Heavenly King. There was no way to guard against 

them!”” ” 

“””Did you forget?”” Zhao Yu pointed outside and said,””that waiter is one of your people. I now suspect 

that the mastermind behind the cheating gang is your casino itself! ” 

“””This is all your doing. When this news spreads throughout the industry, I’ll see if you still have the 

face to continue working here!”” ” 

“””You …”” The casino manager blushed and quickly explained,””it’s not like that. We’ve already 

interrogated that guy. It’s true that the waiter was hired by our cruise ship, but he was used by a group 

of cheaters. It really has nothing to do with us. If you don’t believe me, you can ask him yourself!”” ” 



“””Nonsense!”” “”Hmph!”” Zhao Yu snorted coldly.””You guys had already reached an agreement. As 

long as the waiter cut off all ties with you, you would give him a settling-in allowance, right?”” ” 

“””You … You can’t do this!”” The cruise Manager was anxious.””You’re going overboard!”” “”You see,”” 

he pointed at the chips,””after deducting your 20 million, you’ve made a net profit of nearly 10 million. 

That should be enough, right?”” You … What do you want?”” ” 

“””Oh?”” Zhao Yu straightened his neck and laughed. Are you trying to be unreasonable with me? Call 

your general manager, Captain, or other people in charge here. I’ll talk to them!”” ” 

“””Who the F * ck do you think you are!”” ” 

“””You …”” The cruise Manager blushed and threatened,””I advise you to stop while you’re ahead!”” 

The cheating gang really has nothing to do with us. These chips are our bottom line. If you’re still not 

satisfied, you’ll have to bear the consequences yourself! ” 

“””Don’t say I didn’t warn you. When the time comes, I’m afraid you won’t even be able to get your 

money back. Don’t regret it!”” ” 

“””Waa! I’m so scared!”” Zhao Yu laughed,””are you threatening me? I’ve lived for more than half of my 

life, and only now do I understand that there are also F * cking black associations at sea! ” 

“””In that case, let me give you a warning!”” Zhao Yu said,””that bunch of cheaters weren’t just 

cheaters. They had already constituted fraud! ” 

“””Even if they get a fair trial in the end, your cruise ship will still be held accountable. ” 

“””I don’t care if you’re with the cheater or not. As long as it’s something that happened in your 

territory, you can’t escape responsibility! ” 

“””Kid!”” Zhao Yu stood up and gently pushed down the neatly stacked chips, then came to the cruise 

Manager and asked,””do you really want to play with me? Then I can tell you clearly now that I don’t 

want this money! ” 

“””In the future … You must remember, don’t ever beg me to take money again! If you really come to 

beg me, then I want you to kneel down and kowtow to me and admit your mistake. Only then will I 

consider whether to accept it or not!”” ” 

“Zhao Yu’s words were like needles, and they all pierced the cruise manager’s heart. ” 

The crew members of the cruise ship were also killed. They had never seen such an arrogant person who 

did not even want his own money! 

“However, under everyone’s surprised gaze, Zhao Yu walked towards the door as if nothing had 

happened. ” 

“””Wait … Wait …”” At this time, the cruise Manager had no choice but to reconsider Zhao Yu’s identity. 

Although he was young, he had seen the world. ” 

He clearly knew that people who dared to say such things were either crazy or really had a strong 

background! 



“If it was the former, then so be it. But if it was the latter, then the consequences were something he 

could not afford to bear. ” 

“””Please … Please wait a moment!”” Finally, the cruise Manager stopped Zhao Yu, lowered his head, 

and said,””I … I’ll go and ask our general manager! Please … Please don’t be angry. We … We will 

definitely find a proper solution!”” ” 

“””No need!”” ” 

“Just as the cruise Manager finished speaking, a small door on the side of the manager’s room suddenly 

opened, and two people walked out. ” 

“One of them was an old man with white hair on his temples, but he looked dignified. The other person 

was a woman in a red dress. Although the woman was not adorned with jewels, she was dressed 

gracefully. ” 

Oh? 

Zhao Yu recognized the lady. She was the woman in red who had been sitting next to him. 

“””Manager! So you’re here!”” Seeing the older man, the casino manager quickly greeted him and then 

lowered his head, looking extremely embarrassed. ” 

This middle-aged man was the General Manager of the Heavenly King. 

“””Alright, that’s enough!”” The General Manager said,””you can all leave! Let me handle the matters 

here!”” ” 

“””Yes!”” The manager of the casino was more than happy to hear that and quickly left. ” 

“To Zhao Yu’s surprise, after the General Manager finished speaking, he left with the others, leaving only 

him and the lady in red in the room. ” 

“””You?”” At this time, Zhao Yu finally realized something. He turned to the woman in red and 

asked,””are you their boss?”” ” 

“””Hehe, Mr. Zhao, you’re so humorous!”” The lady in red extended her right hand and introduced 

herself,””my name is Zhu Yundi. I just bought this ship not long ago!”” ” 

“””Oh …”” Zhao Yu nodded and shook hands with her.””It’s the captain. Nice to meet you!”” ” 

“However, after shaking hands, he suddenly realized something and hurriedly asked,””””What’s wrong? 

You know me?”” ” 

“””I … I just remembered. I just thought you looked familiar!”” Zhu Yundi said solemnly,””it’s my fault. 

The famous detective Zhao Yu was on our cruise ship, but I didn’t recognize him. It’s really rude of me! ” 

“””You really live up to your name, detective. Although I felt something was wrong just now, I thought it 

was the bald man who cheated. I didn’t expect them to be in the same gang …”” ” 

“””Your performance has really opened my eyes!”” ” 

 



Chapter 2176: Perfect Murder 

 

“””Well, since you already know my identity …”” In the manager’s office, Zhao Yu stared at the cruise 

owner and said,””so … You should realize how serious this matter is, right?”” ” 

“””This matter?”” Zhu Yundi smiled faintly and pointed to the small door inside.””Detective Zhao, let’s 

talk inside! ” 

“””Don’t worry, I’ll definitely give you a satisfactory answer!”” ” 

“As she spoke, Zhu Yundi took the lead and walked through the small door on the inside and into the 

room. ” 

“Zhao Yu was highly skilled and bold. Of course, he was not afraid that she would play any tricks, so he 

immediately followed Zhu Yundi in. ” 

There was a lounge inside with some daily necessities and a small bed. It should be where the casino 

manager rested. 

“The room exuded a faint fragrance, and through the porthole, one could see the scenery outside. ” 

“However, it was very late at night, and it was pitch black outside. ” 

“””I’m very sorry,”” Zhu Yundi said as she closed the door.””I just bought this ship, and it’s my first time 

riding it. I can only apologize to you about the casino!”” ” 

“””To be honest, I’m quite surprised,”” Zhao Yu said.””When I first saw you, I knew you were rich. But I 

didn’t expect you to be the boss of a cruise ship!”” ” 

“””You must be joking,”” Zhu Yundi said.””We are a family business. We have been running a yacht 

company since our father’s generation. Now that our business is doing well, we have targeted the cruise 

market! ” 

“””This time, I’m just testing the waters! ” 

“””Detective Zhao,”” Zhu Yundi grabbed a bottle of red wine from the table and poured a glass for Zhao 

Yu.””It’s a great honor to meet you today. You should be able to see my excitement, right?”” ” 

“””In my opinion, you’re the real big star!”” ” 

“””Well, you flatter me like that,”” Zhao Yu said, frowning.””I’m a little worried. I’m telling you in 

advance, don’t think that by pleasing me, this matter will be over!”” ” 

“””Oh … Oh … I’m sorry!”” Zhu Yundi’s face turned red. She quickly waved her hands and 

explained,””you’re talking about the cheater! Cough, this is just a small matter. Perhaps I’m being a bit 

Philistine by saying this, but you should still state your price! ” 

“””Other than the things outside that originally belonged to you, I’m willing to bear your mental 

damage, as long as you can understand and be satisfied!”” ” 



“””Hmph, according to the rules of the casino, the cheater pays ten to the casino, and the casino pays 

double,”” Zhao Yu took a sip of his wine and said rudely,””for this matter, every one of you has to pay 

thirty to fifty million. Don’t even think about having an easy time on the cruise ship!”” ” 

“In fact, although Zhao Yu sounded tough, he knew that the other party would not agree to it. The 

woman would definitely bargain with him. ” 

“However, Zhao Yu was wrong! ” 

“””No!”” The woman replied readily,””not 30 to 50 million! Detective Zhao, I’ll tell you the truth. If it 

were someone else, I’d definitely go through legal procedures and solve it as I see fit. ” 

“””But if it’s you, I’m willing to pay you 100 million. What do you think?”” ” 

Pfft … 

“Zhao Yu couldn’t swallow the red wine in his mouth, and he spat it out. ” 

“Zhao Yu coughed for a while, then waved his hand and said,””one hundred million, you … How can you 

treat it like a game?”” ” 

“””My father told me that anything that can be solved with money in this world is not difficult!”” Zhu 

Yundi also took a sip of red wine and said with a melancholic expression,””it’s a pity that there are many 

things that can’t be solved with money!”” ” 

“””Wait … Did you just say … 100 million in remuneration?”” Zhao Yu suddenly realized this 

word.””What do you mean by remuneration? This is compensation, alright? ” 

“””Oh … Oh …”” He pondered seriously for a moment, then said to Zhu Yundi,””it seems like there’s a 

hidden meaning in your words?”” ” 

“””Detective Zhao,”” Zhu Yundi bit her lips and said,””I know that you’re busy with work every day. It’s 

hard to come by!”” ” 

“””What’s wrong?”” Zhao Yu pointed to the bed.””Are you going to pursue me? I’m sorry, but I already 

have a partner!”” ” 

“””No… That’s not what I meant!”” Zhu Yundi said,””I just hope that you can help me with something!”” 

” 

“””What?”” Zhao Yu was curious.””You’re the boss of a cruise ship, and you need my help? What can I 

help you with?”” ” 

“””Case!”” Zhu Yundi said solemnly,””I have always wanted an answer. Please tell me, is there really A 

Perfect Murder in this world?”” ” 

“””Mm …”” Zhao Yu swallowed his saliva. He had to admit that this question was really difficult for him, 

because once upon a time, he had also been troubled by this question. ” 

“””It’s been four years, and this is the only case in front of me!”” Zhu Yundi said with a sigh,””the 

murderer is standing right in front of me, but no matter who it is, they can’t make him pay for his 

murder! ” 



“””Could it be … This is still not A Perfect Murder?”” ” 

“””You said …”” Zhao Yu pointed at the other person.””In front of you? What case? If you were talking 

about 15 or 25 years ago, there might have been a case where the criminal was exonerated due to the 

constraints of the criminal investigation level! ” 

“””But … You mean four years ago? This is …”” ” 

“””Detective Zhao,”” Zhu Yundi said,””I’m very sure that the murderer from four years ago is on this 

ship! If you can help me and make them plead guilty, I’m willing to pay you another hundred million 

Yuan in addition to the one hundred million Yuan in compensation!”” ” 

“””Waa!”” Zhao Yu swallowed again and muttered,””miss Zhu, you’re really forthright. Is it because the 

victim of this case is related to you?”” ” 

“””Right!”” Zhu Yundi nodded.””It’s my big brother, the chairman of the Tianqin group! Four years ago, 

he was killed in a murder! However, until today, the murderer has not been held accountable!”” ” 

“””Interesting …”” Zhao Yu nodded and said,””I’ve heard of this group. It’s a shipping tycoon!”” But … 

This was the first time he had heard of this case! ” 

“He then asked curiously,””since the murderer has been cleared of the crime, this must be a 

complicated case.”” Did the murderer use some special method?”” ” 

“””No!”” However, Zhu Yundi shook her head and said,””on the contrary, this case is very simple. It’s so 

simple that it can be done by a single person!”” ” 

“””I’m just joking …”” Zhu Yundi’s words successfully aroused Zhao Yu’s curiosity.””How can there be 

such a case? Tell me, what’s going on?”” ” 

“””The case is really simple,”” Zhu Yundi said.””Four years ago, my elder brother, Zhu Xicheng, took the 

company’s top management out to sea on a yacht, but they never returned!”” ” 

“Zhao Yu’s eyes suddenly widened. “”By boat?”” He didn’t come back. Where’s his body?”” ” 

“””After the incident, we searched the entire sea area for three months, but … Sigh …”” As she spoke, 

tears welled up in the corners of Zhu Yundi’s eyes, and her voice was choked with emotion. ” 

“””That is to say …”” Zhao Yu said.””Everyone on the same yacht as him is a suspect?”” ” 

“Zhu Yundi nodded and said,””including my big brother, there are seven of them on the ship!”” After my 

brother went missing, the six of them were naturally suspects!”” ” 

“””Miss Zhu,”” Zhao Yu asked seriously,””did your brother drink too much and fall into the water?”” ” 

“””No!”” Zhu Yundi said,””my big brother never drinks. He doesn’t know how to swim either, so he’s 

very careful. ” 

“””Also, at the time of the incident, his room was very messy, and there were obvious signs of a fight. ” 

“””The surveillance equipment on the yacht was destroyed on purpose. We can’t find out who entered 

my brother’s room that night! ” 



“””In addition, the yacht’s positioning device was also destroyed. After the incident, we couldn’t 

accurately restore the yacht’s sailing trajectory, so we couldn’t find my brother’s body!”” ” 

“””So …”” Zhao Yu said,””this is still a premeditated murder!?”” ” 

 

Chapter 2177: Difficulty 

 

“””Oh …”” In the bedroom on the cruise, Miao Ying rolled over and got up. She rubbed her eyes and 

asked Zhao Yu,””my dear, What are you looking at?”” ” 

“””Oh …”” Zhao Yu quickly put down the pen and turned on the lamp. He turned around and asked with 

concern,””why are you awake?”” Did I disturb you?”” ” 

“””No, no…”” Miao Ying looked at her watch and said in surprise,””it’s already the middle of the night? 

What are you doing?”” ” 

“””Here …”” Zhao Yu went to the water dispenser and poured Miao Ying a glass of warm 

water.””Nothing, I just thought of something, so I wanted to study it!”” ” 

“””Ah? No way? My master detective!”” Miao Ying suddenly became alert.””Don’t tell me that you’ve 

already found a clue to Xi Wei’s treasure. Why? is it really related to this cruise ship?”” ” 

“””Mm …”” Zhao Yu gently touched miss Miao’s forehead. Seeing that she didn’t have a fever, he was 

relieved and said,””I met with the boss of the cruise today. I think there’s really something fishy about 

this ship!”” ” 

“””Boss?”” Miao Ying was shocked.””The boss of the cruise ship is also on the cruise ship?”” ” 

“””Yes, it’s a woman. I met her at the casino today!”” Zhao Yu told him the truth,””I asked her about the 

situation. Can you guess what happened? This cruise ship was actually sold by this female boss not long 

ago! ” 

“””I’ve asked about the exact date,”” Zhao Yu said, pointing to the information under the table lamp.””It 

matches the date Tina transferred Xi Wei’s treasure. So, I suspect that the cruise ship brochure that 

appeared in the secret room might not have been an accident!”” ” 

“””The cruise ship has changed hands …”” Miao Ying pondered.””Should we investigate the cruise ship’s 

former boss? ” 

“””Not only the ex, but the current one as well!”” Zhao Yu said,””but these are all small matters. I’ve 

already sent the information to Li Jing. She’ll send me the details tomorrow!”” ” 

“””Oh …”” Miao Ying was getting more and more excited.””In that case, we really have to investigate 

this ship!”” However, the Korea received the news earlier than we did. Could they have gotten there 

before us?”” ” 



“””Everything is unknown now,”” Zhao Yu said, pointing to his laptop.””But, I now have partial control 

over the cruise ship. I can enter their internal network and check the latest information on the cruise 

ship. ” 

“””We can also look at the videos stored on the hard drive,”” Zhao Yu said.””We can see if we can find 

anything through the videos …”” ” 

“””Waa! “”You …”” Miao Ying asked worriedly,””if you had the authority, then … What did you tell the 

boss? Will she agree to it?”” ” 

“””It’s like this, she owes me a favor today,”” Zhao Yu said.””So, she will do her best to assist us in the 

investigation!”” ” 

“””I owe you a favor?”” Miss Miao crossed her arms and said awkwardly,””did I miss out on something 

again today?”” ” 

“””You can’t blame me for this …”” Zhao Yu smiled and told Miao Ying everything that had happened at 

the casino that night. ” 

“””Wow … That’s really …”” Miss Miao sighed with emotion.””Um … Aren’t you a little too prodigal?”” If 

they weren’t a cheater, would you really have lost 20 million today?”” ” 

“””Are you kidding me?”” Zhao Yu covered Miao Ying with a blanket and said,””if I wasn’t sure that they 

were the cheaters, I wouldn’t have bet with them!”” ” 

“””This way, I’ve made a net profit of 10 million! Oh … And 100 million in reward!”” ” 

“””I’m talking about the one hundred million reward …”” Miao Ying said worriedly.””Does that mean 

you’re going to investigate an old case on the ship? ” 

“””Don’t tell me … You’ve forgotten what we’re here for?”” ” 

“””This case … Is really interesting!”” Zhao Yu looked at the information and said,””the key is that the six 

suspects from that year are now on the cruise! ” 

“””Their company just bought a new cruise ship, so as the company’s senior management, they were all 

invited to the cruise ship. This is a good opportunity to find out the truth!”” ” 

“””Perfect crime case …”” Miao Ying looked bitter.””Is there really a perfect crime case in this world? 

This case … Why does it feel so simple?”” ” 

“””MeowMeow,”” Zhao Yu said seriously,””actually, I felt the same way at first, but the simpler the case, 

the fewer clues there are. For example, in this case, the yacht company’s boss disappeared, and until 

now, no one has found his body!”” ” 

“””The case can’t be solved if the body can’t be found! ” 

“””We knew that at least one of the six people was the real murderer, but … We just couldn’t get him to 

confess! ” 

“””If we look at it from another perspective,”” Zhao Yu said,””don’t you think that the missing yacht 

case is the most difficult to solve? ” 



“””Otherwise, why do we still not know who the real murderer is even after four years?”” ” 

“””Well, to be honest, this case is quite interesting,”” Miao Ying said, looking at the information.””But, 

don’t you think that there are still too many variables in this case? ” 

“””For example … The yacht owner wants to commit suicide? Accidentally fell into the water … Or faked 

his death to avoid the crisis of debt, or … Someone else boarded the ship that night? ” 

“””It seems that there are too many uncertain factors. ” 

“””Not necessarily, the murderer must be one of the six people!”” ” 

“””Right! “”You’re right,”” Zhao Yu said.””That’s why I’m particularly interested in this case! ” 

“””I’ve thought about it. If we can really solve this case, there are four benefits: ” 

“””First, the female boss will pay me 100 million. ” 

“””Second, stop the murderer from getting away with it and give the victim justice. ” 

“””Third, the female boss will be even more grateful to me and help me find clues to Xi Wei’s vault. ” 

“””Fourth, I’ll be even prouder! If I can solve such a case, it will show the true level of my detective 

skills!”” ” 

“””After your 4 great benefits, I would like to add 4 more difficulties!”” Miss Miao added,””first, this is 

not the local police station. The trial of the case has long been over. You don’t have the authority to 

investigate this case. This is called illegitimate! ” 

“””Second, those suspects are the company’s top executives. They know the legal process and won’t 

easily cooperate with your investigation! ” 

“””Thirdly, we are on a cruise ship now. Even if you have the authority to investigate, you won’t get any 

technical support! Moreover, this was an old case that happened four years ago! ” 

“””Fourth, there are no corpses and no decisive evidence. You can’t just rely on blind guesses, right? So 

what if he guessed it right? Isn’t it the same? we still can’t convict him. “” ” 

“””Yup!”” Zhao Yu said indifferently,””it’s precisely because it’s so difficult that I’m so fascinated! ” 

“””You don’t know me well enough. I wouldn’t even want to investigate those easy cases!”” ” 

“””Hmph, you can be complacent!”” Miao Ying said,””since you’ve already made up your mind, I have 

nothing to say. Then I’ll wait and see. I’d like to see how you’re going to investigate.”” ” 

“””Okay, okay, your eyes are big,”” Zhao Yu said jokingly.””Then you should keep them open! I’ll let you 

see what I, Zhao Yu, can do!”” ” 

 

Chapter 2178: outside of the plan 

 



“The next morning, at the Cruise’s restaurant. ” 

“””Yes, you look much better!”” At the dining table, Zhao Yu said to Miao Ying,””it seems that the 

medicine yesterday was really effective. I thought that I would have to get an IV today!”” ” 

“””I told you,”” Miao Ying said.””It’s just a little cold. It’s nothing.”” ” 

“The two of them were in the Cruise’s first-class restaurant. The food in the restaurant was obviously of 

a higher grade than ordinary restaurants. There were all kinds of fruits and pastries, bread and steak, 

and noodles made by the chef. ” 

“As he was worried about Miao Ying’s condition, Zhao Yu only asked for a bowl of noodles and some 

fruit for Miao Ying. ” 

“””How is it, detective? after all, I’m interning with you this time,”” Miao Ying said humbly.””Do you 

have any instructions for me next?”” ” 

“””What order?”” Zhao Yu asked.””I only have one request, and that is to rest and get better!”” ” 

“””I told you, it’ll be fine!”” Miao Ying said,””you know my temper. How about this? today, I’ll look at 

the videos of those cruise ships. ” 

“””What about you? you can go and solve your Perfect Murder case!”” ” 

“””Hey?”” Zhao Yu’s eyes widened.””We have the same idea! We really have the same thought!”” ” 

“””Understood at one point!”” Miao Ying corrected him, then asked,””but I have to remind you that you 

have to be clear about what our main task is at all times! ” 

“””Once we find any clues about Xi Wei’s treasure, we can’t continue investigating your case anymore 

…”” ” 

“””I understand! You’re interning with me, do I need you to tell me that?”” Zhao Yu said 

confidently,””don’t worry, I won’t neglect our important task because of the case!”” ” 

“””Speaking of the case,”” Miao Ying said,””you have to remember your identity! You can’t investigate 

cases recklessly like you did in the past. Don’t forget, you don’t have the authority!”” ” 

“””Don’t worry, don’t worry,”” Zhao Yu said, smiling.””I’m already the leader of the Special Investigation 

Group, so I won’t mess around like I used to!”” Don’t worry, I’ve already thought of a plan!”” ” 

“””See, now you’re telling the truth?”” Miss Miao’s eyes lit up, and she asked,””I knew it yesterday. You 

had already thought of a way! Come on, tell me, how do you plan to start without violating the rules?”” 

” 

“””Hahaha …”” Zhao Yu squinted his eyes.””You saw through me! “”Okay,”” he looked around and 

said,””in that case, I’ll tell you, and you can help me give you some advice …”” ” 

“Hearing this, Miao Ying quickly put down her chopsticks and listened carefully. ” 

“Just as she put down her bowl and chopsticks, a few people suddenly rushed in from the entrance of 

the dining room. ” 



“””Mr. Zhao, Mr. Zhao …”” One of the middle-aged men went straight to Zhao Yu’s table and said in a 

hurry,””thank God, I finally found you!”” ” 

“””Mm …”” Zhao Yu recognized that the man was the Cruise’s general manager who had accompanied 

the female boss, Zhu Yundi, yesterday. ” 

“Last night, Zhao Yu had looked into his information and found out that his name was Qi Jianhua. He 

was an old man on the cruise ship and had been working on the ship for nearly six years. ” 

Behind Qi Jianhua was a tall foreigner with a high nose bridge. He was wearing a sailor’s uniform. 

“In addition, there were two ship attendant uniforms and a sailor uniform. ” 

“””You?”” “”What’s going on?”” Zhao Yu asked curiously when he saw Qi Jianhua and the others. ” 

“””Um … Mr. Zhao,”” Qi Jianhua lowered his head and said in a low voice,””this is not the place to talk. 

We need your help!”” Let’s … Let’s go outside and talk!”” ” 

“””This …”” From Qi Jianhua’s hurried words, Zhao Yu could tell that something was wrong. It seemed 

that something big had happened on the cruise ship. ” 

“””Alright then!”” Zhao Yu stood up, pointed at Miao Ying, and introduced her,””this lady is my 

assistant. We’re together!”” ” 

“””Oh, Okay, okay …”” Qi Jianhua made a gesture and immediately led Zhao Yu and Miao Ying out of the 

restaurant. ” 

“””Mm …”” As they were walking in a hurry, Qi Jianhua pointed at the foreigner and introduced him to 

Zhao Yu.””This is the captain of the Heavenly King, bi Guosheng. He has an Italy name, but I can’t 

remember it!”” ” 

“””Hello!”” The foreigner spoke to Zhao Yu in fluent Chinese,””I’m sorry for the trouble!”” ” 

“””Oh …”” Zhao Yu looked at the foreigner and remembered that the cruise ship was built by an Italy 

shipyard, so they were the ones who completed the Cruise’s navigation. ” 

“Soon, they passed through the corridor and came to a place that looked like a surveillance room. ” 

“There were two security guards eating hamburgers in the control room. Seeing the Cruise’s general 

manager and Captain enter the control room together, the two security guards were frightened. ” 

“Qi Jianhua waved his hand, and the two security guards quickly left. ” 

“””Mr. Zhao, I know that you are a famous detective!”” At this time, Qi Jianhua finally got to the 

point.””Please forgive me for calling you here so early in the morning, but this is an important matter. 

I’m afraid only you can help us get through this difficult time!”” ” 

“””Tell me,”” Zhao Yu said frankly.””What happened?”” ” 

“””You … You should take a look at this first …”” As they spoke, one of the crew members turned on a 

laptop and played a video. Qi Jianhua explained,””this is the image taken by a surveillance camera on 

the right side of the cruise ship. It’s an infrared camera. It can capture things in the dark … ” 



“””You see … At threeo’ clock last night, someone fell into the sea …”” ” 

“””Ah?”” ” 

“””What?”” ” 

Zhao Yu and Miao Ying were both shocked. 

“””Someone fell into the sea?”” Miao Ying said,””then why don’t you guys contact the rescue team?”” ” 

“””We’ve contacted them,”” bi Guosheng said.””We’ve contacted the coastal rescue team, the rescue 

center, and all the nearby fleets. Now, they’re carrying out a search and rescue in that Sea area. ” 

“””We also sent more than a dozen speedboats, but … They’ve been in the water for such a long time, 

and considering the temperature of the water, I’m afraid … Sigh …”” ” 

“””Then …”” Zhao Yu quickly asked,””did you find out who the person who fell into the sea was?”” ” 

“””It’s … It’s …”” Qi Jianhua said with difficulty.””It’s the boss of the cruise, Ms. Zhu Yundi!”” ” 

“””What?”” Zhao Yu’s eyes were wide open, and his face was full of disbelief.””You’re not joking, are 

you? How … How could it be her?”” ” 

“””Um … Actually …”” Qi Jianhua said awkwardly.””We didn’t see the video first. After all, it was very 

late at night, and the surveillance staff couldn’t see it at all. ” 

“””Actually, this is what happened,”” Qi Jianhua explained.””Because she had to discuss a business deal 

with the United States through video call, Zhu Yundi’s Secretary woke her up at Seveno’ clock this 

morning. ” 

“””But, the Secretary found out that Ms. Zhu Yundi’s door was open, the room was in a mess, the table 

was slanted, the documents were scattered all over the floor, and the window was open! ” 

“””After that, the Secretary searched the entire room and called Zhu Yundi, but she couldn’t get 

through. ” 

“””So, she came to me and asked me for help. After I looked at the scene, I remembered the camera on 

the side of the ship outside. When we checked the surveillance, we found the scene of her falling into 

the sea! ” 

“””Although I didn’t see it very clearly, you saw it last night. That long dress must have belonged to Ms. 

Zhu Yundi … ” 

“””We’ve sealed off the scene,”” Qi Jianhua said.””To avoid causing a commotion, we haven’t informed 

anyone yet! ” 

“””Mr. Zhao, we don’t have any official police officers on the cruise, so we hope that you can step 

forward and help us take charge of the situation!”” ” 

“””That’s right,”” bi Guosheng said.””The house is in a mess, and the windows are open. This is definitely 

a murder!”” ” 

“””If Ms. Zhu is really dead, I hope that you can help us catch the murderer … Hey … Hey Hey?”” ” 



“Before bi Guosheng could finish his sentence, he saw Miao Ying pulling Zhao Yu’s arm and dragging him 

out of the room. ” 

 

Chapter 2179: my plan 

 

“””Hey, meowmeowmeow…What are you doing?”” Zhao Yu was dumbfounded.””I haven’t finished! It’s 

a murder case!”” ” 

“However, no matter what Zhao Yu said, miss Miao still refused to let go and pulled Zhao Yu to a far 

corner of the corridor. ” 

“””I know what you’re going to say!”” Zhao Yu said helplessly,””are you trying to persuade me not to 

interfere? Listen to me, as a detective with a strong sense of justice, how can I just watch a crime 

happen and do nothing? ” 

“””I know that we have an important mission now, but what if … What if this case is related to what we 

want to investigate?”” ” 

“””No!”” Miao Ying pressed Zhao Yu against the wall and said seriously,””Zhao Yu, I didn’t drag you out 

to tell you this! ” 

“””Tell me the truth,”” Miao Ying pointed her index finger at Zhao Yu’s nose,””was this all part of your 

plan? The cruise ship’s female boss didn’t fall into the sea?”” ” 

“””This …”” Zhao Yu grinned.””What are you talking about?”” ” 

“””What did I say? Do you think I don’t know you?”” Miao Ying gritted her teeth and said,””since last 

night, you’ve been very confident. With your ability, you should have already planned it, right? ” 

“””Look,”” she pointed to the surveillance room in the distance,””tell me immediately, those people are 

acting! That video was fake too …”” ” 

“””Fake?”” “”Why?”” Zhao Yu was confused and asked innocently. ” 

“””You’re still pretending, aren’t you?”” Miao Ying narrowed her eyes.””It’s too obvious. When 

something happened to the female boss, the captain and the General Manager came to you for help 

immediately. Then, you could rightfully deal with this case! ” 

“””You were investigating the disappearance of the female boss, but you were using this opportunity to 

investigate the cruise murder four years ago, right?”” ” 

“At that very moment, Qi Jianhua, bi Guosheng, and the rest were standing at the door of the 

monitoring room, looking at Zhao Yu and Miao Ying together, their faces full of doubt. ” 

“””Didn’t he just say that the woman was his assistant?””bi Guosheng asked. Why doesn’t it look like 

it?”” ” 

“””Yes!”” Qi Jianhua frowned.””They seem to be arguing about something. Could they be a couple?”” ” 



“””Aiyo, MeowMeow,”” Zhao Yu was still trying to explain,””a life is at stake, would I dare to do that? 

Hurry up, we have to go to the scene. If Zhu Yundi was really murdered, it’s equivalent to having a 

murderer on the cruise, waiting for me, the great detective Zhao, to catch her!”” ” 

“””No, I don’t believe it!”” Miao Ying said,””is there anything you can’t do in this world? Didn’t you say 

that you already have a plan? then tell me, what is your plan?”” ” 

“””My plan is very simple. Oh … No, that’s not right …”” Zhao Yu corrected her.””Actually, this isn’t really 

my plan. Zhu Yundi had been planning this for a long time! ” 

“””The reason why she invited all the suspects on this cruise ship was to implement this plan on the 

ship. ” 

“””Do you understand now? It doesn’t matter if I’m involved or not, she’ll do it!”” ” 

“””What’s the plan?”” “”Tell me,”” Miao Ying asked. ” 

“””It’s like this,”” Zhao Yu said.””Zhu Yundi told me that she wanted to deliberately let these people 

know that she had conclusive evidence for Zhu Xicheng’s disappearance case from four years ago. Then, 

by observing the reactions of these suspects, she would force them to give themselves away! ” 

“””But, when she met me at the casino, she wanted me to join her,”” Zhao Yu explained.””She wanted 

to use my reputation as a detective to better carry out her plan. ” 

“””So, that night, I only gave her some suggestions and helped her improve the plan …”” ” 

“””This … What kind of plan is this?”” Miao Ying frowned.””The murderer is so cunning. How could he be 

fooled?”” ” 

“””Not necessarily, but …”” Zhao Yu said.””At least, we can know who the real murderer is among the 

six suspects!”” ” 

“””That’s impossible …”” Miao Ying didn’t believe him.””Just because you say you have evidence, does 

that mean you have evidence? It’s been four years, and we haven’t even found the bones. Where are 

we going to find evidence?”” ” 

“””Yes, you’re right. If it wasn’t for this, this case wouldn’t be called the perfect murder case,”” Zhao Yu 

said.””Zhu Yundi really had no other choice. In order to find out the truth of her brother’s death, she 

would fight for it as long as there was a glimmer of hope! ” 

“””In her plan, she would install bugs and surveillance cameras in the suspects ‘rooms,”” Zhao Yu 

said.””Then, she would observe these six people in secret and see how they would react when they 

found out that Zhu Yundi might have gotten the evidence!”” ” 

“””Installing bugs and cameras is illegal!”” Miao Ying lowered her voice and said,””how can you agree? I 

know you’re not doing this for the 100 million reward, but … You also want to know the truth, right? ” 

“””But, you have to know that this is different from hitting the date without hitting it! A confession 

obtained like this has no legal effect!”” ” 



“””Yes, you’re right!”” Zhao Yu said seriously,””Zhu Yundi knows everything you’re saying. She knew 

that she would not be able to convict him if she found the real murderer this way, but at least it would 

give her hope! ” 

“””MeowMeow,”” Zhao Yu said seriously,””a murderer has killed someone. Are you going to let it go just 

because there’s no other way? Special crime cases had special treatment. There was no black or white in 

the world! ” 

“””If I had stuck to my principles and followed the rules in the past, I wouldn’t be the Zhao Yu I am 

today! ” 

“””I can understand Zhu Yundi’s feelings. Now, she is in trouble as well. She used her life to give us a 

precious opportunity. If we don’t do anything and find the real murderer, wouldn’t she be wronged to 

death? ” 

“””So, whether it’s for the Zhu Xicheng from four years ago or the Zhu Yundi from now on, I’m definitely 

in charge of this case!”” ” 

“””You …”” Miao Ying pondered for a moment, then gradually realized something. She then said to Zhao 

Yu,””alright! Alright! I know that you either don’t make a decision, or once you make a decision, no one 

can pull you back! ” 

“””So, in order to not let the murderer get away with it, I support you!”” ” 

“””I also know that!”” Zhao Yu smiled determinedly.””You will definitely support me!”” ” 

“””Then … This case …”” Miao Ying pondered for a moment, then analyzed,””if … Zhu Yundi was really 

murdered, and the method was the same as the yacht murder case from four years ago, then … The two 

murderers must be the same person? ” 

“””Or perhaps they are the same group of people? ” 

“””Aiya, Zhao Yu,”” Miao Ying pondered and said,””could it be that Zhu Yundi’s plan killed her, and the 

murderer knew that she had the evidence for the yacht murder, so he killed her?”” ” 

“””I don’t think so …”” Zhao Yu scratched his head.””We just met yesterday. Her plan hasn’t even 

started yet! If it had really started, she would have taken precautions and wouldn’t have let the 

murderer get away with it so easily!”” ” 

“””Oh? “”That’s strange …”” Miao Ying frowned.””If that’s not the case, could there be another reason 

for Zhu Yundi being pushed into the sea?”” ” 

 

Chapter 2180: Murder on a yacht 

 

“Four years ago, in the southern sea. ” 

“Early in the morning, on the yacht. ” 



“A woman was dressing up in her cabin bedroom. She was wearing a nightgown with golden lace. As she 

combed her long brownish-red hair, she hummed the popular song “”a song of the secular world”” at 

that time. ” 

“””Whoever turned into a butterfly and became a monument, whoever waited for a thousand years, 

there are always dreams in the world of mortals, why ask right and wrong …”” ” 

“She was dressing up in front of the mirror and singing lightly, but the woman’s face was frowning and 

there was a kind of bitterness accumulated. ” 

“Her reflection in the mirror was no longer young and beautiful. Although she was still elegant and 

dignified, she had lost her former magnificence … ” 

“””How much frost, how much heartbreak, how much helplessness, slowly experience it, floating 

flowers like water, only then do you know the preciousness of the flowering period …”” ” 

“The sad lyrics resonated with her, making her more and more melancholic … ” 

“However, while the beauty was still reminiscing, the yacht suddenly shook so violently that she almost 

lost her balance. ” 

“””Aiyoyo …”” She quickly grabbed the dressing table to prevent herself from falling to the ground. ” 

“””What’s wrong?”” She quickly put down the comb in her hand and ran to the balcony. ” 

“When he opened the door to the balcony, the temperature instantly dropped, and the air was filled 

with cold, wet sea mist. ” 

“””It can’t be!”” Soon, the woman saw that the side of the ship had hit a Black Reef. ” 

“The reef was hidden in the sea fog, so it should be a Reef Beach with a large area … ” 

“””How could it be like this!”” The woman knew that the yacht might have been stranded. She was 

shocked and quickly opened the door and ran into the cabin. ” 

“””Hey, how are you guys steering the ship?”” he shouted as he ran.””How did you hit the reef?”” ” 

“However, after shouting a few times, she suddenly realized that something was wrong. The cabin was 

flashing with a red light, and the alarm was ringing from the bedside. However, she could not see a 

single person in the cabin! ” 

“””No way? What’s going on?”” In an instant, the woman’s heart was filled with an uncontrollable fear. 

It felt as if everyone on the ship had disappeared, and she was the only one left. ” 

“However, when she ran to the center of the cabin Hall, she finally saw two companions lying on the 

sofa. They were the office Director of the Tianqin group, Guan xiujie, who was also the yacht captain; 

The company’s general manager, Lei Dasheng, was also there. ” 

“””Little Guan, little Guan …”” The woman quickly ran over and pushed Guan xiujie, shouting,””wake up, 

wake up!”” The yacht is stranded …”” ” 



“””Oh … Oh …”” Guan xiujie slowly woke up from the pushing, but his mental state was obviously a bit 

wrong, and he was in a daze. ” 

“The woman was anxious, she immediately picked up a glass and poured the wine in it on Guan xiujie’s 

face. ” 

“””Oh oh oh …”” Guan xiujie woke up, holding his head, looking around in a daze. ” 

“””You’re in trouble!”” The woman shouted,””the yacht is stranded! Silly!”” ” 

“””Ah?”” Guan xiujie saw the flashing red light on the cabin wall, and realized that something big had 

happened, and quickly ran to the bow. ” 

The woman then looked at Lei Dasheng who was beside her. She did not expect that Lei Dasheng was 

still in a deep sleep even though it was so lively on the ship … 

“However, a sound came from the stairs on the side, and the manager of the Tianqin group, Li Qin, 

staggered up the stairs. He asked weakly,””””What’s wrong? What was going on? Why did you lose your 

memory?”” ” 

“””Li Qin!”” The woman shouted at him,””the boat is beached! How much did you guys drink last 

night?”” ” 

“””How … How did this happen!”” At this time, Guan xiujie, who had just gone to the steering room to 

check, ran back, his face full of horror,””someone retracted the anchor, we actually drifted on the sea 

for a whole night!”” ” 

“””Ah?”” The woman and Li Qin were shocked. They quickly asked,””where are we now?”” ” 

“””I don’t know, I don’t know! “”It’s all a mess …”” Guan xiujie picked up the satellite phone,””I’m going 

to ask for help now!”” ” 

“””What … What is going on?”” Li Qin had already seen Lei Dasheng, who was still unconscious. He 

thought of something and hurriedly said,””we couldn’t … We couldn’t have been drugged, right?”” ” 

“””Drugged?”” The woman said,””then … Why am I fine?”” ” 

“””You didn’t drink yesterday …”” Li Qin said.””It seems that the problem might be with the wine. We … 

We should hurry and see how the others are doing …”” ” 

…… 

“Time turned back to the present. Under the morning light, everything on the huge Uranus cruise ship 

was as usual. ” 

“However, the VIP area of the cruise ship was filled with tension. ” 

“””This is Ms. Zhu Yundi’s room,”” Qi Jianhua, the General Manager, explained to Zhao Yu and Miao 

Ying.””Ever since the Secretary found out, we immediately sealed off the scene.”” ” 

“As the Cruise’s boss, Zhu Yundi’s room was naturally the most luxurious one on the entire cruise, 

comparable to a Presidential Suite. ” 



“After entering the room, he saw that the room was in a mess. The doors of the tables and cabinets 

were open, and all kinds of items were scattered on the ground. There were broken cups in the dining 

room, the heavy dining table had been shifted, and the chairs were all tilted … ” 

“””This scene …”” Miao Ying looked at the scene in front of them and said,””it should be that the 

murderer was looking for something, right?”” ” 

“Hearing Miao Ying’s words, Zhao Yu gently nudged her, which meant that there were many people 

here, and these people were not his colleagues, so it was better to watch more and talk less. ” 

Miao Ying understood what Zhao Yu meant and immediately shut her mouth. 

“Then, Zhao Yu stopped the others outside the door, while he and Miao Ying put on the shoe covers and 

gloves. They then entered the house to investigate carefully. ” 

“This case was different from the past. There were only the two of them this time, so Miao Ying could 

only act as the collection personnel. She took out her mobile phone and began to take photos of various 

key parts, and looked for and collect suspicious evidence. ” 

“””Mr. Zhao,”” at this time, the Italian, bi Guosheng, who was standing at the door, reminded Zhao 

Yu,””Ms. Zhu Yundi was probably pushed off the balcony outside!”” ” 

“””Below, it’s facing the camera you saw earlier. Unfortunately, for the sake of privacy, our cameras 

have all avoided the balcony, so we can’t get the video of her being pushed down.”” ” 

“””Mm …”” Zhao Yu walked around Zhu Yundi’s room. After Miao Ying had taken all the photos, Zhao Yu 

returned to the door and said to Qi Jianhua and the others,””okay, the scene has been investigated. 

Next, you have to send people to guard the door 24 hours a day and not let anyone enter the scene.”” ” 

“””I understand, I understand!”” Qi Jianhua quickly nodded.””Don’t worry about that. Then … What 

should we do next?”” ” 

“””First, collect all related surveillance videos.””Zhao Yu then said,”” second, get someone to ask the 

staff in the VIP area if they found anything unusual last night. ” 

“””Third, gather all the guests in the VIP area. I want to have a short meeting with them and explain the 

situation to them! ” 

“””Fourth, these people are all suspects, so I suggest temporarily sealing off the VIP area and limiting 

their access …”” He continued. ” 

“””Oh, Okay, okay …”” Qi Jianhua seemed to be in a difficult position, but after exchanging a look with bi 

Guosheng, he agreed to Zhao Yu’s request. ” 

“””And …”” Zhao Yu gritted his teeth and said,””give me two of your best steaks. I haven’t had enough in 

the morning …”” ” 

 

 

 



 


